
Pickle Ball Equipment 
(www.pickleballportal.com) 

PADDLE 

Have a weight you can play best with. They range from under 6 to 14 ounces and over so get a 
feel for what you want to wield. Have a grip size that fits your hand. Smaller grips have their 
pros as do larger grips. Make sure it fits your hand and it is comfortable to play with. Have a 
shape and build that matches your playing style. 

• Build -  
o Wood: heaviest and cheapest. (not very common anymore) 
o Graphite: often the most expensive option but also light and powerful 

performance on the court. 
o Composite: compromise between a wood and graphite paddle.  

• Shape –  
o Wide Body Paddles 
o Oversized Paddles 
o Elongated Pickleball Paddle 

First decide that weight suits you. If you have any injuries to wrist, elbow or shoulders or “Tennis 
Elbow” for example try a medium weight pickleball paddle. If your budget allows: avoid wooden 
paddles and start with a mid-level composite or graphite paddle. Pick the right grip size. Focus 
on weight and grip size first, then your style of play to find your ideal paddle within your 
budget. 

BALL 

Outdoor – heavier, larger, harder, small holes, come off paddle harder and faster, more difficult 
to control but easier to hit hard 

Indoor – lighter, softer, have large holes, comes off the paddle slower, easier to control, more 
difficult to hit hard 

SHOES 

Good footwear gives you the traction you need to move around the court and provide stability 
to move from side to side. Wearing good court shoes can lessen the chances of injury and 
prevent you from getting sore feet and blisters. Studies (done for tennis) have shown that lateral 
stability and sole traction are important factors in the prevention of injuries. This can transfer 
into shoes used for pickle ball. However, that doesn’t mean you need to go out and buy a new 
pair of shoes. Sturdy shoes that are comfortable for you to move in and will keep you from 
tripping or slipping are best.  

 



CLOTHING 

Players wear just about anything comfortable and appropriate for the climate: athletic shorts, 
sweatpants, wicking apparel, t-shirts, tennis-style dresses and skirts for women are common. Eye 
protection is highly recommended. As for accessories, players may wear hats, visors, sweatbands 
and light jackets or sweatshirts for cold outdoor play. When looking for clothing to wear make 
sure it is comfortable and made for activity. Cotton can become heavy with sweat and loose its 
ability to move well. Look for a moisture wicking fabric when you shop around. You may also 
think about clothing that offers sun protection if you play outdoors.  

 


